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For information about ratings, sites and other
local matters, contact the appropriate state association or club.
NSWHGA inc (address as for HGFA)
Sec. Vicki James
(02)4764848 H

Nobby Area Sky
Sailting Club (Bris.)
Pres. Hank Van
Raalte
(07) 2006194
See Gary Davie

Mid North Cost (NSW)
Hang Gliders Assoc.
Lee Scott
(065) 569692
Joe Scott
(065) 660039

South Coast Hang
Gliding Club (NSW)
Meetings: Shellharbour pub first Wed. of
month. Contact Harry
Docking (042)
967796 H or (042)
564388 W

Albury/Wodonga Club
Tony Dennis
(060) 56 1654

ACTHGA
PO Box 496
Manuka, 2603
Sec. Anthony Gerrard
(062) 822464 H

OHGA
Po Box 212
Morningside, 4170
Pres. Mike Lewis
(07) 351 2188

VHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181
Sec, Warwick Duncan
(03) 857 9732 H

HGAWA
PO Box 82
South Perth, 6151
Sec. Danny Byrne
(09) 328 1280

Sydney HG Club
3rd Tues of month
Sports House,
7.30 pm
Bernie 251 2704

SAHGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide, 5000
Sec. Mandy Cashman
(08) 793829

TasHGA
PO Box 403
Rosny Park 7018
Sec. Peter Watts
(002) 446848

N. Beaches HG Club
(Sydney)
Chris South
(02)635 8206

Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Tony Armstrong
(042942584

NewcasUe HG Club
Pres. Rick Duncan
(049) 439599
Sec. Alex Boldyrew
(049) 631895

Advertising rates are available from the
Editor. All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout, separations and extra work incur
additional cost.

All correspondence, including membership renewals, short term memberships, rating
forms and other administrative matters should be
sent to:HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA
SPORTS HOUSE
508/161 GLOUCESTER STREET
SYDNEY 2000
Tel (02) 251 2704
PRESIDENT
Phil Mathewson
Tel (02) 560 8773 AH

ADMINISTRATOR
Bernie Baer
(02) 2512704 BH

All Skysailor contributions from now on should be
sent to:Wesley Hill
C/o VHGA
PO Box 400
PRAHRAN , 3181
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Capricorn Skyriders
Club
Marcus Cooper
Rockhampton
(079) 274366 W
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769
Byron Bay Skysurfers
Ian Hird
(066) 847328

Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Gary Morphett
(043) 846556
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Old)
Sec. Sandy Stephens
(071) 461722
Goldfields Club (WA)
Jeff Phillips
(090) 21 6861

TYPING:

Dorothy Hill

CARTOONS:

Julius Makk

PHOTOS:
Ian Jensen, Drew
Cooper and Mike Zupanc
COVER PHOTO by Ian Jensen:
Gargett Goal - 1988 Eungella Comp
PRINTERS :

MAPS Litho

; : : SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS
Dales Rd, Palmwoods 4555
Ph. (071) 4591.85
UPRIGHT TUBING - STRONG
Length makes two uprights - $27
Ship 1 - 3 lengths Aust. wide - $14
INSTRUMENTS AT AFFORDABLE PRICES
Wrist ALTIMETERS from $45 to $188
VARIO - The HUMMINGBIRD VE-12 Miniature
The PROVEN PERFORMER at an Affordable
Price - thousands in use with approx. 99%
Reliability - Zero set, Sink Alarm Trip Point
and Sensitivity all adjustable externally.
12 Months Warranty. $298
I've just returned from the Nationals at Killarney, which m: Quick clamp Mounting Kit $25

were won by Ricky Duncan. The weather during the first ;::1
week was pretty depressing, but it improved just in time to 1::::::
complete the competition. Hopefully someone will write a tI
complete report for next month's Skysailor.
j:~:~ ~
This issue seems to be packed with info on competitions :iiI

:~rt~~e;y"::.eason , sO::~::hould

PARACHUTES, POD HARNESSES, A.S.I.s
Bolle Sunglasses
Hand Fairings, Carabiners
Hang Loops, Tow Bridles

be plenty of action L . - - -

Ol' EAGLE EYES
flight glasses -$96.00
* As worn by our World Champ and the Aust. Team
* Wrap-around, plain or fashion-style nylon 'Aviator frames

BORGELT VARIO
with "Speed Command" plus.
The World's most advanced hang glider vario designed by Mike Borgelt
with latest sailplane electronic technology and made in Australia.

$1,050

TOW GEAR

* UV and blue filtered for protection and enhanced vision in the
air
* CR 39 scratch resistant lenses
* Safety frames
* For ALL PILOTS

* Air Speed
* Total energy Variometer
* Altimeter
* Netto Variometer
* 30 sec. Averager
* 12 v Gel battery with separate
car recharger and back-up batteries
* Base bar or upright clamps

BATIERY CHARGERS

* Electronic Tow Meters $162

Charges from car socket
* Ni-cads - $45.00
* Weak link - $8.00
* Gell Cells - $55.00
* 5mm Tow Rope (250m) $35 (let me know size)

* Bridles - $33.00
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EUROPE '88
by Mark Newland and Drew Cooper
Australia had a large representation in Europe again this year with
an official seven man team consisting of Rick and Russel Duncan,
Mark Newland, Carl Braden, Steve Moyes, Drew Cooper and
Danny Scott. Also on the scene were an assorted riff-raff of mainly
Queenslanders, Richard Nevins, Glen McLeod, Benny and Gavin
Hill, Mike Zupanc. Also in Austria were Phil Beck and Rob.
The team rendezvoused at the old
stomping ground Kossen, where drew
had already been since March. He had
arranged for us all to stay at Toni and
Jenny Kaumaufs; house, where the
rules were, first in best dressed and
knock before you enter.
The first day at Kossen, we flew a 70
km out and return as wind-dummies for
the German League, then headed off
to Innsbruck for the 3 day Alpine Open
Competition. The first and last days of
compo were great flying with two speed
runs, but on the second day none ofthe
Australians got off the hill due to the
wind blowing down and rain, after half
the field got off, this cost us badly. Final
results: 1st Martin Jursa, 2nd Rupert
Plattner, 3rd Mark Newland, 6th Drew
Cooper.

finals in a reasonably good position
after some very suspect normalization
procedures which saw Robbie Whittal
win his group and go into the finals in
7th place. This was after reconsidering, as they had placed him 13th. To
cut a long story short, after a lot of up
and down performances and the worst
scoring system we have seen anywhere to date, we got flogged. Russel
was the best placed Australian with an
unofficial 10th place. The potential of
this area is good, as one 12,000 ft day
from Cortina proved to us, but it was
the wrong time of year, and most days,
we saw low cloud base and unpredictable conditions.
Next we headed back to Kossen for a
Moyes boys' fly-in, which drew a good
turn up from South German and Austrian hang gliding clubs. Rick Duncan

won the spot landing, and everyone
enjoyed a couple of days recreation
flying before heading for Fiesch forthe
Swiss Open.
After one practice day the competition
preliminary rounds got under way.
Both groups flew four strong lift racing
days and we went into the finals with
Rick and Mark sharing 1st place. The
finals however, proved to be a totally
different story with only two days being
flown and both of these light lift stable
days. The first pylon on the 1st finals
day claimed one third of the field with
Ricky amongst them, and slowing
most of the Aussies down sufficiently
to put Mark back to 4th, Carl who won
the day with Toni Bender to 6th, Steve
7th and Drew 13th. 18 of the 60
finalists made goal. The last day was
even harder on the field with some
pilots taking 3 hrs to do the 1st pylon
which was only 4 kms from T.O. and
only 4 pilots making the 2nd turnpoint
which was the Turka Pass at 8,000
feet. The 4 who made this turnpoint
were the leaders and they almost
doubled the distances of the next best,
showing the fallacy of high turnpoints.
No-one made goal.
In the teams Poms 1st Us 2nd and
Swiss 3rd. Individual results: 1st Rob
Whittal, 2nd Joe Bostik, 3rd Mark
Newland, other Aussies, 11th Drew
Cooper, 13th Rick Duncan, 15th Carl
Braden, 17th Steve Moyes, 23rd

The European Championships in Italy
were next, and after a lot of controversy as to whether or not Australia
could enter a team (they'd already
accepted our money) thanks to a bit of
negotiating by Meet Director, Angelo
Crapzano, we were
allowed to
field an unofficial team of seven pilots.
We were scored, but our scores did not
affect daily validity and only Europeans
got a place next to their names. The
whole team was unhappy with this but
it was the only way we could enter, and
get PIRS points, so we agreed to it.
The Competition was split into two
groups and we got off to a good start
with Mark 1st and Carl 2nd in Red
group and Steve 1st and Russel3rd in
Blue group. Australia went into the
4
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Moyes' Boys Day '88 - Some of the crew in the Kossen landing area
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are very tu rbulent, landings also create
a problem. During the 5 days of flying
2 people broke an arm and one his foot
landing in creek beds, 2 guys were
pulled out of the trees, one landed in a
river, there were 2 parachute deployments, one accidental, the other occurred when Len Hill on his new Magic
Kiss got sucked up into a cloud and
spat out upside down dangling behind
the trailing edge, but landed on a
Mountain Slope uninjured and little
damage to his kite. The number of
takeoffs available and tasks that can
be flown would make this area in our
eyes, ideal for a world championship.
In fact, they are hoping to have it there
by 1993.

Danny Scott, 43rd Mike Zupanc, 54th
Russel Duncan. We are looking forward to a better result in Fiesch next
year at the 7th World Championships.
All in all it was a very valuable learning
experience for us all in that we flew
many different tasks and will return
with a much better local knowledge.
We said good-bye to Ricky, Danny,
Russel, Steve, Carl and Mike at
lunchtime and arrived in St Andre Les
Alpes in France at 10 o'clock Sunday
night. The French Nationals started
the next day.

.DAY..1

The Meet Director,
Stephan, set a small 65 km triangle to
keep us close by as the weather report
was for over-development and thunderstorms. The 1st hour the wind was
blowing hard and the thermals were
very turbulent. It mellowed a little and
about half the field of 60 made goal.
Joe Bostik won the day.

.QAY...2
A 106 km out and
return was set and once again nearly
half the field completed the task in
times between 3 hrs 15 mins and 6
hours. Mark won the day.

.DAY...a

An 80 km Zig Zag
out and return with 4 turnpoints. 12
completed the task. Joe Bostik won

the day. Drew came 3rd making the
overall standings: Joe 1st, Drew 2nd.
Mark landed just short but was still
placed 6th.

.DAY..!

The task was a
118kmtriangle. Only4completed it, in
fact most left launching a little late,
thinking that it would be easier than it
was. Mark won the day, Drew landed
20 kms short. Mark's time was five and
a half hours.

JlAY..5

The last day and
they set a 62 km cross-headwind goal
to Laragne. The sky looked good so we
launched early, just a touch too early.
One blue hole claimed Mark early in the
flight and Drew got stuck on a small
ridge for 1 hour, but eventually got to
goal. Once again lots made it, so we
both dropped a few places. Final
standings were: 1st Joe Bostik, 2nd
Alain Chauvet, 3rd Gerard Therenot,
4th Len Hull, 6th Drew Cooper, 10th
Mark Newland .

After 4 rigorous competitions in a row
our plans were to flog the Poms in the
British League at St Andrea. But the
comps . had taken their toll, and the
offer of a place to stay by Scott Sigal at
St Tropex proved irresistible. Monday
found us sprawled on the beach admiring what we didn't have the money or
the charm to acquire, but that didn't
stop us trying. Our French vocab improved vastly in those few strenuous
days on the coast.
On our way back to Frankfurt, we flew
many other great sites in France, including La Chens, not far from the
coast, the 7 lakes of Propoutel near
Grenoble, and another site in the heart
of the French alps about as deep in the
mountains as any hang glider can get.
On this our last day of flying in France
for '88, Drew reached a height of
14,000 ft ASL over t' .e highest mountain in the French Alps, and we both
flew back to Heidi':.; where we were
staying, a distance of 70 kms, a fitting
end to a great flying trip.

In summarising, the general area for
flying and St Andres as a launch site,
one would have to say it is consistently
very good, even as late as August, with
off scale thermals being quite regular.
It seems to be always blowing straight
up on launch at anything from 5-20
knots, and when windy, the thermals
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Cert. PHG Instructor and a Cert. CFI
from the AUF. The way it will go is the
PHG Instructor will tell his student what
he wants him to do. The Instructor will
then tell the CFI what to watch for
during the demo.
Two seat PHG's are illegal and you
cannot instruct in them. If you do get
your PL and the PHG you are flying is
not Reg. your Licence is not worth the
paper it is written on, and you will be
reported to the CAA or the police.
If you wish to buy a PHG the manufacturer will sell it to you, but remember
you have to certify it under CAO (ANO)
101 -55 and be Licensed or you are
illegal. It cannot leave mother earth by
LAW, and you will be reported to CAA
or the police.
Dear Phil or Bernie
I don't know if you will print this in the
Skysailor, but I think it would be of
interest to our PHG pilots who are not
members of the AUF.

All it boils down to is, we are not longer
in limbo, we are classed as Ultralights
or Microlights for the want of a better
name. The height for an Ultralight is
500ft ONLY! So if you want to change
this and give the power to HGFA push
them to get their act together and get
their paper in.

THE AGM OF THE AUF 27-8-1877
The business I had brought up at the
AGM was; where do PHG's (Trikes)
stand at the moment, with the AU F or
HGFA?
The answer was:The AUF has full control of PHG'S not
HGFA. All PHG's, have to have been
Reg. by the 31-8-1988, if they where
not, they will have to be certified before
Reg. If they are not Reg. and are seen
flying and are identified they will be
reported to CAA (DoTC) or the police
for prosecution. The same goes for not
holding a Licence. The body that will
be putting you in will be the AUF.
A PHG that is Reg . and the pilot does
not hold a Licence by 1-7-1988, will be
flying the PHG illegally and will be
reported to the CAA or the police for
prosecution.
To obtain a Licence, what you have to
do is be a member of the AUF, not
HGFA. You then get together with a
6
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Please give as many details as you can
remember. In particular I'd like to know the
following:
-Where did the encounter(s) take
place? Were you in thermal or
ridge lift at the time? Where were
the sources of lift in relation to the
incident? Draw a map, if possible.
-When did this take place (date,
time of day)?
-At what
ground?

height

above

the

-What happened? Did eagle(s)
attack? Was damage caused to
your glider?
-Have encounters occurred more
than once at the same place?
-Did encounters occur near a
nest? If so, was there consistent
thermal lift and/or an obvious
thermal trigger point near the
nest?
If I get enough material I'll use it as the
basis for an article which, editor willing,
may get published in Skysailer.

Also, if you are going to take a PHG to
Killarny, make sure it is Reg. and you
are Licensed "you don't know who is
watching". If you are illegal, it looks like
you are still in the back yard paddocks.
Please don't get caught, as we don't
want a PHG to be the test case for
CAA.

From my conversations with pilots overthe
years I know there have been some interesting encounters, so put pen/word processor/typewriter to paper and let me have
it all in writing.

BARRY EDWARDS - HGFA No.
44123 AUF No. 401750 REG No
10-0374

Dear Sir/Madam

Calling all pilots,
As part of a study I'm carrying out into
wedge-tailed eagles, I'd be interested to
hear from hang glider pilots about any
aerial encounters they might have had with
these birds. If you have flown with wedgies, been attacked by them in the air or just
been beaten by one to cloudbase , I'd like
to know about it. Write to me at:

11 Dumbarton Street
McMahones Pt.,
NSW 2060
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Peter Meredith.

I was disturbed to read in "The Australian" of 25/8/88 that along with their
Japanese Altitude Record, Mr Rick
Duncan and Mr Danny Scott claim to
be the first to fly above Mt Fuji.
I was the Hot Air Balloon pilot that
released the late Bill Flewellyn at
16,000' above Mr Fuji on 25/7/77.
The fleet of 10 aircraft and one helicopter recorded the event and reported it
extensively.
I would not like Bill's achievements forgotten now that he is sadly, no longer
here to contribute to a sport he loved.
Sincerely
Ron Taaffe

A.--- RIAL

__ .'--

I ...

HANG GLIDING SCHOOL- STANWELL PARK
P.o . BOX 180, HELENSBURG H, N.S.W. AUSTRALIA. 2508 PHONE: (042) 942545

DEAR CUSTOMERS,
For many years AERIAL TECHNICS has had a strong commitment towards MOYES GliDERS in the belief
that their gear provided the superior edge.
Over the past twelve months, pilots have approached us with the view that ENTERPRISE WINGS are making
an impressive push into the market with an excellent product.
As we respect the views and feedback of our customers, we have decided to offer the best from both
manufacturers. .
Both MOYES and ENTERPRISE are receptive to the new change as both have confidence in their product.
So from now on AERIAL TECHNICS is offering this diversity to you. MOYES and ENTERPRISE will be
available so that YOU may choosefrom the BEST selection.
If you wish to arrange a testfly of the glider of your choice, a great deal and reliable service, give us a call.
Safe flying ,

Chris Boyce.

LOOKING AT GROUND
SPEED
METHODS OF FLYING
WITHOUT INSTRUMENTS
Get an instinctive feeling for Airspeed;
we call it muscle memory.
Our eyes give us very little airspeed
information as we can't see air, so we
rely on sense of touch , forces of wind
on your face, feel of control bar, bar
pressure, sound of wind hitting glider,
and how quick glider responds. As we
all know speed is control whether we
are thermaling or one metre off the
ground making a landing approach to
the spot we intend to settle the kite on.
All these methods are used by Advanced pilots, so to become a good

flyer, so it is upto Novices and Intermediates to develop these senses, but we
can only develop these with hours in
the air. Don't get bored with Rainbow
or Freshwater, these are the sites
where you can get to know your glider.
Don't panic or freeze on the bar. Stay
alert, talk out loud to yourself. This
creates alertness as you are busy talking yourself down, as though somebody is there to help you. Next minute
you will find (you've 'done it') all the
right things you learnt over the years
and you are on the ground. Don't forget
while the kite is still flying you still have
control You are the pilot. Height
changes can be measured by aligning
two hill-tops with each other or focusing on an area below you and watch for
size change.
Sunshine ALF
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SURVIVE THAT X/C FLIGHT
Nowadays you see more and more people trying to sail off overthe
distant hills away from the favourite ridge soaring site. This is great
as once you start to do a few X/C flies you realise just how much you
didn't learn on the ridge. The new gliders we have today make
jumping gaps, that were only forthe expert fliers of a few years ago,
a piece of cake. All this is new and exciting and we should start to
produce a much better grade of flyer with more people getting into
this type of flying.
But the unfortunate thing which I have
observed, is that most of the newcomers to this field still have the ridge
soaring mentality. By this I mean that
they go sailing of thinking that crossing
kilometers of unpopulated areas, remote valleys and inaccessible hills or
mountain tops requires nothing more
than the will to go and you r packup gear
stowed in your harness. "No problem
we'll just float over all those places and
never have any trouble.
Well, recently up here in the far north,
we had a little incident which made me
really start to think. All of our regular
fliers arrived for their usual Sunday
ridge soar at the local site. A lot of our
fliers are starting to get into x/c, so a
few of us thought that a little impromptu
competition was in order. So $2 in the
pot and the furthest pilot down the ridge
takes all. The day was booming and
everyone keen. Away we went with
everyone doing reasonably well. Soon
there were fliers all overthe place. Our
site here involves flying over very
dense rain forest type jungle which
covers most of the hills along the coast
and immediate inland mountains.
Most of our fliers opted to go the relative safe way down the ridge towards
the can paddocks. But a couple of the
fliers obviously struck good lift and
headed inland towards a high mountain about 4km back of the site, over
dense jungle with no possibility of landing this side of the mou ntain. If you can
make the mountain and find lift, great,
as ~ rises 2,000 ft higher than anything
around and over the back are rocky
ridges and lots of landing. But out the
front is about 200 sq km of dense

8
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jungle. Well as luck would have it, just
as I was climbing out in a good thermal
after jumping the first gap, over the
radio comes the message that one of
the pilots has gone down in the middle
of this jungle. I think deep in our hearts
all of us knew this would happen one
day but hoped it never would. I was in
a position where I could possibly spot
the kits, so I flew as high as I could and
back as far as I dared until I spotted
what I thought might be a kite in the top
of the trees. But a glider in the middle
of a jungle 5 km away is a little hard to
see. As soon as I thought I had it
pinpointed I landed and made my way
back to the takeoff. Our club realises
that we live in an area which is difficult
to get downed fliers out of, and have
made up a rescue kit which we have at
our sites whenever they are flown. It
consists of 200ft of rope, flares, medical kit, water containers, saw, axe,
machete, surveying tape, compass,
10000 to 1 toppo map of the area and
a few other odds and ends. By the time
I reached the takeoff one rescue party
was already on its way and waiting for
us atthetopofthe range. Wegottothe
top of the range and took what we
hoped was the right track which would
hopefully take us as near to the approximate position as possible. then it
was on with the gear and away on foot
into the jungle. Now unless you have
been bushwalking inthe rain forest you
cannot realise how difficult it is to try
and locate someone in a situation like
this. First-off you cannot see more
than 50m in any direction at one time
and a lot of the time much less. The
trees are so close together that you
cannot see the sky, only bits and
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pieces. Now at best we could only take
a calculated stab-in-the-dark, and
hope that in the end we would be able
to find our own way out. Fortunately at
the time of the incident one of our club
members who has a trike was there.
We were able to contact him and he
flew over us to guide us to the kite. Well
even though he was able to fly right
over the top of us, it was almost impossible for us to spot him through the
canopy of the trees. We managed to
see him only once or twice. When we
got near the general area we lit a flare
so he was able to pinpoint our position
and head us in the right direction. Well
you would think that a glider made of
bright orange and white colours would
be easy to spot.
We could not see the kite until we were
almost directly under the tree where it
was. Well there it was intheverytopof
the tree about 40m in the air, 3 or 4km
off the nearest track in the jungle. The
tree had good branches in the top but
for the last 10m there was not one
single purchase for the rest of the way
down. The pilot was a miner who lived
in the bush most of the time and was
very resourceful. He managed to climb
down to the lowest branch and then cut
his glider bag in two pieces, tied them
together to make a rope and then tied
this to the lowest branch and hoped it
would take his weight when he slid
down to the ground. Well fortunately in
this case all turned out right. Pilot not
injured qnd found his way out with no
problem and kite recovered alright.
Now you are probably asking what is
the point of this tale? The point is that
with a very little bad luck the pilot in this
case could very easily have died.
We were able to locate the glider relatively quickly because first and foremost it was in the very top of the trees
and we had the unbelievable good luck
to have the pilot of a trike who had the
ability and the guts to fly over extremely
dangerous ground with no landing
possible, for the best part of an hour or
more giving us directions. Without him
we could have been days. Second
most important is that we had relatively
good ground to ground and ground to

air communication as we were all
equipped with UHF transmitters. Without this excellent communication our
task would have been a lot more difficult. We were able to communicate in
the jungle for 2 to 3km relatively good
and also good air contact. Thirdly the
club has an extensive rescue kit enabling us not to spend time getting gear
together, but rather get to the scene
well prepared as quickly as possible.

nearly impossible. An injured pilot not
properly prepared in those circumstances is almost as good as dead.
At the beginning of this year I did 5
months solid XJC flying all overthe east
coast from Cairns to the Grampians in
the west of Victoria, with the intention
of trying to learn as much as I could
about this side of our sport. I had the
privilege of flying with some of our
country's top pilots and many other
good XJC fliers from all over. Needless
to say, being a newcomer to this type of
flying I tried to pick their brains as much
as possible. The more people I talked
to the more one very important fact
came to light. This was the fact that
almost 100% of XJC pilots who had
flown 600 to 700km all had a tale of a
landing in a remote area, a tree landing, a landing involving injury or some
other near disaster. So if you think that
it will never happen to you , think seriously again as there is almost 100%

You don't have to use much imagination to see what would have been the
outcome if first off the trike had not
been there. Most likely we would have
been days finding the kite. What if the
pilot had been injured in the landing or
climbing out of the tree? And worst of
all, what if the kite had fallen out of the
tree and under the canopy of the
jungle, as is a distinct possibility in
every tree landing. In this instance to
locate the glider without proper preparation by the pilot would have been
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YOU A CHOICE OF LEFT OA RIGHT HAND UPRIGHT MOUNT (ROUND
OR AIRFOIL TUBING I OR SPEEDBAR MOUNT
STREAMlINEO CUSTOM DESIGNED INSTRUMENT CASE
DIRECT FACTORY SERUICE BACKUP RERDILY AUAILABLE
12 MONTH UNLIMITED CROSS COUNTRY KM WARRANTY
MRDE IN AUSTRAlIR

PR ICE; $785.00
CONTACT;
IAN REES AT SKVTECH INSTRUMENTS
54 ROVENA ROAD
MOORABBIN VIC .
PH. (03) 555 4810

chance it is going to happen sooner or
later if you continueto fly XJC. How you
survive when it does happen depends
on how well you are prepared for that
eventuality.
Everybody has their own ideas on this.
I, being a sailor, apply my sailing
mentality to flying. Every time I leave
port on my boat I am prepared to battle
a cyclone and be lost at sea for a month
and still with a bit of luck survive. If I
only run into a 50kt gale I am more than
sufficiently prepared and handle conditions reasonably.
When I fly I have permanently in my
harness or on my kite the best communication possible. This is a UHF radio.
Its advantage is that it gives reasonable ground to ground communication
and with a repeater function a possible
range under good conditions of
1OOkms plus. I also carry a small plastic water bottle, a toppo map of where
I intend to fly (your life is worth $4), a
proper orienteering compass and have
the knowledge of how to use it with the
map. Next comes a knife, a small roll of
elastoplast bandage, one orange distress smoke flare (again, your life is
hopefully worth $20), some electrical
tape, and a roll of surveying tape hot
pink in colour. Some places you may
land and have to leave your kite and
walk a few kilometres out to the road;
with the tape it is easy to mark your trail
so you can find your glider again. With
most gliders worth around $3,600 a $2
investment seems reasonable. I always carry a lighter and a few glucose
tablets as they boost energy in a critical
situation. I fly a body bag and still with
all these th ings seem to be able to carry
my packup gear easily. None of this
gear ever leaves my harness, thus it
will never be forgotten.
Everyone will have different ideas on
what is necessary, that doesn't matter
so long as you realise the importance
of being prepared. Remember, we are
sailors of the sky and as those of the
sea; only the ones well prepared survive when the chips are down. I hope
this makes you all think a little bit.
Safe flying,
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VICHGA NEWS

Giday Victorians,
Steve Ruffels has quit the surveying
business to start his new hang gliding
schooVholiday resort.
Apparently,
Steve and his wife Julie have put everything into making the scheme perfect. Steve will be offering hang gliding
instruction, accommodation, bushwalks, horse riding and many other
activities to make a holiday resort not
just a hang gliding school. If you fancy
spending some time around Mt Buffalo, then I am sure Steve and Julie
would be keen to have you stay at
"WOORARA" Ovens Highway, Porepunkah; PO Box 179 Porepunkah,
3470.
Isn't it nice to know that romance and
hang gliding go together. Peter Eicher
and Marlies Bruegger just married.
They met at a hang gliding club meeting in Switzerland and did a bit of flying
together. Peter then moved to Australia and Marlies followed him to this side
of the earth to fly with him. Now that
they are married I really hope that the
fairy tale continues and they live happily ever after.
So what is the moral of that story
peoples? The moral is that all hangies
and associates should go to their club
meetings, because they never know
what nice things may befall them. By
the way, Southern Hang Gliding Club
meets on the first Tuesday of each
month at the White Horse Inn, cnr
Burwood Road and Barton Street

SKYSAILOR
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(Don't forget to bring am! VHGA equ ipment).

The Penguin Reserve Committee of
Management has informed us that
Hang gliding is no longer permitted at
Cowrie Beach, Phillip Island.
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About nice things and hang gliding
clubs; Southern Hang Gliding Club and
the VHGA invite everyone and their
friends to a Christmas Bar-B-Q on the
banks of the Yarra. BYO wine, food
and 20 cent pieces forthe barbies. The
date is the 9th December, Alexander
Avenue; Melways map 44, B 12 at
about 6.00 pm onwards.
The North Eastern Victoria Hang Gliding Club have returned after surviving
an action filled flying holiday to Rainbow Beach in Queensland on "THE
BUS". Leo Arrundle will be filling us
in on the exotic details. Stay in good
reading condition for the next romantic
edition of the VHGA news!
perk-u-Iater
Myles

QLDHGA NEWS
QHGA SAFETY REPORT
Hi this month from your Safety Co-ordinator, awaking from hibernation to fill
you in on recent happenings, points of
interest, etc around Qld.
Firstly, apart from the incriminating
photo's the convention went very well.
I felt, with a lot of ground being covered
so to speak and hopefully everybody
read the September edition to get the
finer details.
From the safety viewpoint the final implementation of a National Safety
System has been left in my hands and
while I have spent a limited amount of
time on it due to work commitments I
will endeavour to have it circulated to
the states by early November.
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Last month several pilots were suspended from flying at Mt Tamborine
due to breaching our increased height
limit. It seems no matter how much
we're given, someone always gets
greedy and wants more. These people
will have ~ months to sit on launch at
Tamborine and contemplate their actions. One pilot even claimed he didn't
know Hang Gliders were generally
limited to 5000' AMSL. I wonder if he
gets Skysailor and reads it?
It has also been brought to my attention
that dogs at launch sites have been
causing havoc to fellow pilots - one
even fancied going 2 up and jumped
into a pilots pod as he began to launch.
The ramifications are obvious so
please if you do bring fidotothesite, try
and keep him under control.
On the subject of accidents there have
been several minor ones recently and
at least one broken leg. Thanks to all
those pilots who retu rned reports for
accidents outstanding from last year.
Several are still outstanding and I will
chase them up accordingly. Forthose
who did return reports over the last 18
months all reports were sent to Skysailor for publication but to date not one
has been printed -I would ask the new
editor (Wes) to please chase this matter up as it is a great injustice to
members when this information is not
passed on for all to learn from. As well
as making my job harder when it
comes to actually getting reports from
pilots.
Finally I would ask all pilots to check
their gliders over carefully now that we
are into the boomer season including
harnesses and carabiners. I have
noted the aeroclamp arrangement on
Foils for hang loop attachment can
wear the loops badly so owners take
note and rectify accordingly.

Douglas Paice in second place.

If anyone has any gripes or info they
feel I should be informed of please give
us a bell or drop a line to QHGA or
myself.
Thanks everybody and have a hot
summer
Yours in dacron
N. Schaefer
RAMBO BEACH RUMBLES

The summer season for Rainbow
Beach has started. Not with very good
landings from some of the Novice Intermediate flyers. One has hit the
fence dividing the bathing area from
vehicles access - broken arm resulting.
Another being a tail winder into the
bathing area through the life savers
flag breaking it in half and crashing into
the life line reel, and yelling an obscene
word to the public whilst doing so
(female pilot). While visiting this site
please ask the locals for site info. Jack
Nash, 7 IImanite Ave., 071 863166;
Bob Chidgey, Larapinto Court; Ted
McCord, phone 071 867243, Bch
863281. At Christmas time I will be
asking for donations or running a raffle
to raise money for the life savers here.
Over the years they have used their
first aid and communication resources
to patch up approximately 25 badly
injured flyers, and have only received a
small donation in support from us last
Christmas for the first time.
INSTRUCTORS should make sure

their students land well away from the
bathing area. Below the blow for the
students first few high glides.
If accidents persist in this area we will
be landing below the blow or stopped
from flying here, period.
The area is going to be developed with
a larger airstrip going in. If we don't
have a good safety record and local
support we will have a repeat of Lennox
Head (Byron area).
SIGNED: Jack (The sheriff)
Bring your rating card or don't bother
coming.

TASHGA NEWS
TAS HGAs ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING WILL BE HELD ON SATURDAY 26th NOVEMBER 1988.
All Association Members are asked to
attend, as your input will give your association the direction it needs.
There will be festivities following the
AGM, which will be held in Launceston.
Aviation will be committed over the
weekend and it is hoped that association badges will be available at that
time.
If members have any enquiries, they
are asked to contact me on (002)
446848.

Fly Safe
Pete Watts

HGAWA NEWS
PALWALLINU HANG GLIDING CLUB

The Dalwallinu Hang Gliding Club, in
conjunction with Dalwallinu Soaring
Centre, recently held the Dalwallinu
Spring Fly-in.
Cross-cou ntry tasks were set each
day, while for the less experienced
pilots there was a Spot Landing competition. In addition, there were prizes
for the longest duration thermal flight
by pilots with no priorthermalling experience.
The Spot Landing competition, scored
from an average of several flights over
2 days, was won by John Padman, with

Winners of the Endurance event were
Dalwallinu Soaring Centre graduates:
Steve Enbre's and Andy Eeles.
Steve's flight was 1 hour and 10 minutes, whilst Andy managed 46 minutes. It's interesting to note that both
pilots, flying Missions, had no instruments, and neither have ever ridgesoared before.
Day one of the cross-country started
with a moderately strong westerly
blowing, with early Cumulus. A downwind race to Kalannie was called distance 36 km. However, soon after
the first pilots launched, the wind
started to swing south-west, introducing a nasty cross-wind component.
Most pilots were having a hard time
staying on course, but Andrew Humphries just scraped over the trees to land
at goal, with Ray Chatfield 4 km behind
and Dave Drabble 12 km behind.
Day two started off looking good, with
Cu's forming early and a light SE
breeze blowing.
A triangle task was set: paddock Wubin -Dalwallinu - Paddock. Dave
Drabble was first to get away, but soon
after a solar eclipse started to set in.
The eclipse was 67% and lasted from
midday to 3 pm. As soon as the sun
started to dwindle the lift began to die.
Dave made nearly half the course, then
went down at the height of the eclipse.
Andrew Humphries was a lot slower
getting away and almost outflew the
eclipse before going down in the weak
lift, 7 km short of David Drabble. After
the eclipse had finished, Karen
Chatsfield was the only pilot to fly more
than 10 km, resulting in a low validity
day.
Day three started with no wind, so the
task was called to a turnpoint at Pithara
then back to the oval at Dalwallinu.
Once again Dave Drabble got up early,
and immediately set out for the first
turnpoint. Unfortunately, a head-wind
started to pick up, giving Dave a 2 hour
flight to the first turn point, then a quick
blat downwind to goal. The head-wind
and light lift proved too difficult for the
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STATE &CLUB NEWS ..................... continued
rest ofthe field, but Andrew Humphries
managed to get up later in the day and
fly forwards to the turnpoint in lighter
winds, after going backwards all day.
No other pilots left the paddock, resulting in a low validity.
Final results were extremely close for
1st and 2nd places:
1st
Andrew Humphries GTR 162
2nd David Drabble
Foil 1708
3rd Ray Chatfield
Sabre
4th Rob 8ernds
GTR 162
Prizes forthis competition were generously donated by MOYES GLIDERS
(flying suit, flying jacket and kit bag)
and ENTERPRISE WINGS (map holders and hand fairings).
HGAWA
SAND GROPERS SAYI
Thanks to Alice for last months article.
Since then we have been cranking into
gear for some good flying - summer here
we come. Mid September had Dave
Drabble and Andrew Humphries organising a two weekend fly-in at their flying
centre in Dalwallinu. Everyone enjoyed
themselves with all pilot levels being catered for. Andrew and Dave have set up an
excellent area for both training and cross
country flying at Dally and hopefully will
write more about it at a later date.
Shortly afterwards, the first three days of
our State Championships were held at
Merridan. Not quite perfect weather and
some confusion over what scoring system
we would use did nothing to detract from
one of the aims of a comp; which is to have
fun. Many thanks to both Jeff (Oragami)
Phillips and Hugh(?) Warren for all their
work in organising what everyone hopes
will become an annual event. First, second
and third places were held by Dave
Drabble, Rob Berndez and Ray Chatfield.
A better report of the comp than this should
appear shortly.
The October meeting, held on the first
Monday night in line with HGFA Convention motion 8.16, found everyone in good
spirits and wondering how we ended up at
the Wembley Hotel when 'Steves' Pub had
been shut down. No surprises when we
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realised it was within staggering distance
of our Secretary Danny Byrne's new
home I Main items of interest were that
Keith Lush was coerced into being our new
RAPAC rep. (replacing Peter Howlett) and
that two more 'persons', myself and Rob
Berndez were elected to provide a full 8
member executive as called for in our
constitution. This group will meet every
two weeks and get much of the decision
making and routine administration work
out of the way so that monthly meetings
don't bog down in a myriad of time wasting
debates. Hopefully this will also make the
meetings more interesting and enjoyable
for new members as well as old.
Dunny seat award for this month went to
Greg (Books) Perejuan for a multitude of
sins with Sid's trikel Firstly a low **** ***,
watching Greg land in a pea crop and then
letting the trike flip over in a breeze
prompted Sid in nominating Greg for the
award. No one could believe Boot's claim
that he was just scared of heights, a vegetarian and only trying to find an easy way of
changing the engine oil - so he got it.
Trike news was that a planned trip overthe
Nullabour, in conjunction with WA speleologists to discover bigger and better
caves from the air (as was done on a
previous trip) has been cancelled. I believe that among other things, the speleo's
could not believe that flying underground
was a sensible thing to do.
For those who didn't know, WA had two
entrants in the Australian Nationals at
Kilarney. We wish both Andrew Humphries and Hugh Warren well in having a go.
On a personal note - I had the luck to visit
Byron Bay recently and was well looked
after particularly by Shane and Barry.
Many thanks guys, you have a terrific site
and its nice to know the Hang Gliding
family extends right round Australia, even
if we don't all know each other - yet.
Before I go, for those WA members who
can't get to meetings and would like me to
send in their classified or some other item
for Skysailor, I'd be happy to do it so you
can contact me on - Phone: (09) 4741943.
That's all for this month. Best of flying
Brad Cook.
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SAHGA LOTTERY 1988
Yes its on again, the one you have all been
waiting for, the 1988 Bicentennial SAHGA
Cash/Beer Lottery. This being our only
fund raiser for the year, it is important for
each member to do their bit by selling 20
tickets.
We will give each member a book to sell
with this months Icarus and you will have
three months to sell your tickets with the
Lottery being drawn on the 13th December, 1988. Each person who sells a full
book will be eligible to win a cash prize of
$50.00.
SHORT TERM MEMBERS (SA only)
These forms should now be forwarded to
the SAHGA office at 1 Sturt Street ADELAIDE, 5000. Instructors issuing STM
should send $18 to the SAHGA office
(after retaining $2 for each STM), by way
of a cheque made payable to SAHGA.
This is important: do not send your forms
to HGFA.
ILLAWARRA HILL
Recent negotiations with Mr Cyril Gill, the
owner of the launch and the bottom landing paddocks have resulted in our continued use of this important site on the
following conditions:
1.SAHGA will contribute to the
cost of the poisoning of weeds on
the fire track and on an area
where we park at the launch.
2.The site will be open to SAHGA
members only.
3.NO DOGS on site.
4.NO SMOKING on site.
5. Vehicles are to remain on the
track or in the designated parking
area.
6.SAHGA will place a sign on the
entry gate to his property.
7.NO Vehicles are allowed in the
bottom paddocks closest the hill.
If the pilots who use IIlawarra Hill do not
regulate themselves according to the
stated conditions, then we will lose this
most valuable site.

THE EUNGELLA COMP 88
Dave Lamont organised the 10th
Eungella Compo This year sponsored
by Ansett Airlines and Fosters,
and several local businesses such as the
Eungella Chalet, Eungella Trading Post,
Gargett Hotel, Finch Hatton Hotel, Pinacle
Hotel and businesses at Airlie Beach Airlie Court, Mandus Mine of Information,
Gretel Cruises, Apollo Day Cruises, Tropical Reef Charters, Down Under Dive, KC's
Chargrill and Bar, Fantasea Cruises, Jade
Catamaran, Reef World Airline, Barrier
Reef Diving Services and Direct Auto
Supply Mackay.
Moyes Gliders and
Enterprise Wings also contributed. There
was $3,600 in prize money plus about
$3,000 in ticket vouchers and prizes.
Thursday 22 Sep
My first day. Plenty of lift but a bit rugged
if you got below ridge height with a fairly
strong South East blowing. Peter Aitken
did a couple of round trips of the valley
flying for over 5 hours.
Friday 23 Sep
The boys had a pretty quiet day, only flying
to Gargett and back. A few cloud streets
around with base about 5000. Smokie
Heaton lit two smokes while
flying. Bushfire on the Southern
Wall Friday afternoon.

long enough to reach. We attached a rope
to the kite and to Nick who climbed down a
slender branch onto the main trunk. We
then fed up a saw to cut off the limb and
haul the kite over to us. As there were no
branches below him and he was still 80
feet up we rigged up a flying fox to bring
him across to the cliff we were standing on.
Very little damage to the kite and none to
the pilot.
Saturday 24 Sep
Curlew in the pool Saturday morning.
Drying out In a box. Finallyfew away in the
afternoon.
Keen to get off the ramp on Saturday. I
was kicked off the ramp while writing this
story. Launching started at 10.25 am with
enough convection to stay up, even
though the wind was from the west at the
back of the Chalet.

Another one in the trees. Yes, the Rhubarb farmer had arrived and walked off the
ramp into the trees.
Sunday 25 Sep
45 in the compo The task was to fly to
Gargett and back and land at Finch Hatton
a distance of 65 kms. Began launching at
10.45. Conditions were not really on for
racing and a few hit deck when they went
into racing mode. The thermals picked up
and the cloudbase lifted as the day went
on. But then the wind picked up with only
7 getting around the first turn point and
then dribbli ng back a few k's. Dave Adams
(Vic) won the day with 42 k's getting back
on the range. Next were Graeme Etherton
and Peter Wilson who flew 2 k's back from
the 1st Turnpoint. The round was devalued because of 20 pilots bombing out as
well as 8 reflies . Start point was pretty
hectic with many pilots complaining that
their calls for
start clearance were
edged
straight
not acknowlaway.

\,~~ ~,S'
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Another one in the trees
today. A scrub turkey kind of flew into
the trees snapping
off a twig . It
flies likes
Calen.

Two gliders in the trees
(there was also one in
the trees during the
week before I got there).
Hippy Nick landed in a
tree about 100 feet from
the ground. With his
beady eyes he
looked like a Koala
in a crash helmet.
We used a trike
towing rope,
it was the
only thing
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Dave Lamont (Comp organlser) launching

Monday 26 Sep
Rise to be clouded in. The fog last night
was so bad you had to count the paces to
the Caravan Park. The Vic's not used to
living in the clouds though the day would
be called off. By 9.00 am the cloud base
had lifted above the range and the sun had
broken through. Launches started about
11.30 am. Pete Wilson had a false start
when he stood on the VB chord. The nose
stopped over the end of the ramp when a
wire man grabbed the keel. His vario
battery kept going.
Start gate was less hectic after 3 people
were allotted and pilots told to call before
crossing the start gate. Today the goal
was more hectic with pilots with bar to the
knees radioing to goal but only transmitting
the noise of a 50 mph wind going past the
mike. They were told to slow down when
transmitting.

Tuesday 27 Sep
Clear morning with little wind. There were
clouds out to the east but few in the
ranges. Launch was delayed till after
12.00. The pilots launched with no wind
dummy and gradually climbed above the
ridge. They were lucky to get more than
1000 feet above launch and had to propoise around the first bowl. As there was
little wind the rotors were not bad and I saw
flyers going up in the lee thermals. Most
pilots got to the Knoll where the ridge
degenerates into 3 peaks. There was not
much lift around with 2500 feet above
launch being about the best. There was
not much lift in the valley around the Finch
Hatton Mill and many pilots who made the
turn point did not get much further. Steve
Blenkinsop won the day almost reaching
goal. As a result the day was only slightly
devalued.
Progressive Scores after Round 3
1931
1 Phil Mathewson
points
2 Danny Scott
1888
3 Graeme Etherton
1765
Wednesday 28 Sep
Very still in the morning. The French wind
dummy launched about midday and went
down. Then tree, I mean three, of the field
took off. Bill Koorneef was sacrificed.
Colin MacRae rose from the valley floor
only to die again. Ross Wilkinson got
above the ridge but did not go anywhere.
After a lot of tactical VIBES the remainder
of the field eventually launched. Phil
Mathewson and Danny Scott were the only
pilots to make it to the Gargett Goal. Many
just got glides out from Pinacle Mountain
with a lot getting drilled after the big knoll.

Holy smoke who put the fire out. The
keyboard got drunk when port was poured
in the port. From then on the computer
was sent to bed early each night.
Thursday 29 Sep
The inversion was very low in the valley at
dawn. About a 1000 feet below launch.
The smoke from Finch Hatton sugar mill
was trapped and formed stationary waves
on a calm sea. The wind was ripping over
the back and down the valley. No way we
would be flying today. Some tripped offthe
Mackay and Eungella Dam. No one had
started to set by 10.00 am. I started and
the sheep followed. The inversion gradually rose as the day got hotter. The wind
died off and started coming up the front.
The task was to fly to Gargett again. There
was sufficient lift to stay up on the ridge.
The first 10k's to the big knoll could be
ridged soared. 20 pilots made goal with
Steve Blenkinsop getting the fastest time
with Steve Chengody of Airlie Beach second and Gary Fimeri 3rd. Phil Mathewson
struggled to get up from 100 feet and get to
goal and retain first place.
Two more in the trees. Pitza Dave in a tin
foil. Then two launches later Wassa almost landed on top of him in the same tree,
three threes to the left. The next pilot was
told if he wanted to go into the trees he had
to go right as the left tree was full...
Points
1
pOints
2
3

after the 5th Round
3706
Phil Mathewson
Danny Scott
Steve Blenkinsop

Friday 30 Sep
Again the inversion was very low. The

The task was to fly to Finch Hatton, return
to the Chalet with goal at Pinacle Cricket
Oval. Course length 53.7 km. 16 pilots
made goal. Flying conditions were good
with clouds until the sea breeze came in.
Danny Scott won the round with a time of
just under 2 hours with Tony Armstrong 15
seconds slower. There were plenty of
happy pilots that night.
A few suspect turn point photos and the
pilots were warned the next day.
Progressive Scores
1 Phil Mathewson
1221
pOints
2 Graeme Etherton
1211
3 Danny Scott
1150
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3542
3391

Gargett goal and "It just wasn't cricket"

wind had changed to NE and the moisture
from the sea set up the conditions for a
blanket of cloud down in the valley. The
peak of Pinacle Mountain was an island in
the sea of cloud. Everyone was confident
of a good day. A big task was set for a trip
around the valley and then out to the
Pinacle Pub for goal. The cloud had
burned off but still not much activity by 12
noon. The lift was very light and half the
field bombed out. Danny Scott and Gary
Fimeri managed to round the first turn
point and land. Alf Carter asked Phil to get
some orchids. Rohan Holtkamp in the
EF6 saw him disappear into the rain forestl
A search party set out at dawn the next
day. After doing all the scoring we found
the day to be worth zero . *@#" %& as
many gliders flew twice.
Saturday 01 Oct
Another low inversion but no cloud only
smoke. By 12.45 conditions were on.
After yesterday a shorter task - fly to
Gargett oval. 23 flyers made goal plus the
wind dummy interrupting the cricket match
in progress. "The Gargett side has 12
fielders. One with big arms." Andrew
Humphries bowled a batsman. Another
almost ended up in a chicken coop. Danny
Scott won the day.

Results after Round 7
1 Danny Scott
points
2 Steve Blenkinsop
3 Phil Mathewson

4542
4201
3955

Sunday 02 Oct
Again the low inversion in the morning.
The wind a bit stronger than normal from
overthe back. The task was a straight line
task to Mirani about 38 km. Again the field
started launching about 1.00 pm. The lift
today was fairly consistent with few people
bombing out and able to stay up till the sea
breeze came in. 8 flyers made goal. Steve
Blenkinsop in a Magic Kiss was first, Gary
Fimeri 2nd and Verne Middleton 3rd both
in Magics.
Final Results
1 Steve Blenkinsop
2 Danny Scott
3 Verne Middleton

SA
5201
NSW 5177
OLD 4789

B Grade Comp Results
1 Graeme Etherton
2 Grant Heany
3 Peter Wilson

OLD 4450
VIC 4369
NSW 4350

Ethel Just missing trees at launch

At the presentation both Ansett and Fosters representatives promised continued
sponsorship for next years camp. So it
looks like the camp will continue.
"Don't you worry about that!"
Chris McDonald

Danny Scott having a blow-out In front of launch

Steve Blenklnsop (1st place) preparing to launch
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Date - Competition - 9th to 16th January
1989
Practice Days - 7th and 8th January
1989
Venue The property owned by
John Hamilton, 10 minutes
from the bustling metropolis
of Parkes.
Headquarters Spicer Caravan
Park, Albert Street Parkes.
Phone 068-621654.
Entry Fee - $150 or $120 if $30 deposit
sent before December 1,
1988.
Free Flyers - $12.50 per day, but if you do
some official duties this can
be exempt.
Registration Deadline 12 noon, 8th
January 1989.
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This competition will comply with HGFA
Comp Rules. Pilots must have Advance or
Intermediate ratings - No Hangers.
Accommodation - There will be no camping allowed at the Tow Strip as the owner
has no amenities. Parkes council would
like us to use local caravan parks etc .. The
strip is only 10 minutes from town. They've
had a good season at Parkes this year so
it will be generally dust free on Tow strip
due to plant life. Pilots must arrange own
retrievals and Tow Team, pi us need 35mm
camera forturnpoints, film will be supplied
at cost.
Needed -Officials - Need six capable souls
work one day - fly the next. Please contact
me on 065-569692.
Lee Scott.
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MID NORTH COAST HANG GLIDING CLUB

COQPLA CUP RE5UL T5

COMP TITION
CALE DAR

NSWTITLES 88. Killarney Sat 19- Sun 27
Noyember 80 pilots max. Meet Director
Ian Hird (066) 847328. Entry Fee $80 (I
think).
LADIES and GENTS FLY-IN. 27 Dec - 3

J.an at Laurieton, Mid North Coast for Nov.
to Adv. See article this issue.
RAINBOW BEACH Christmas Competition. Many prizes. Contact the Club's
Secretary, Sandy Stephens, on (071)
461722 for further details.
89 NEW ZEALAND NATIONALS Paeroa
Range, Rotorua. Competition daysJs..o.1.:
13 1989. More info from Geoff Ch ristophers, Rotorua HGC. Ph. Ngakuru (NZ)
710.
LADIES AND GENTS FLY-IN (NSW Mid
North Coast) pee 27 - Jan 3. See article
this Issue

Another good turn out for the famous
Coopla Cup, 55 pilots entered from all
over and out of state. Friday practice
day proved once again to be almost as
identical as last year; no wi nd and good
thermals.
Day One - 50 knot westerly sort of
closed launch conditions.
Day Two - 20-25 knot westerly over
the back. A lot of pilots set up waiting
for cycles to stop the rotor and make
conditions launchable. At launch two a
lot of talking eventually caused the
gliders to jump back on the roof of cars.
To our amazement launch 3 spat a
glider of the hill - obviously a different
conversation was going on, on launch
3. Richard Parson bravely battled the
condition in his 177 Surfcote Sabre
showing the rest of the field what hang
gliders can handle. Three cases of
hitting the keel and followed by
screaming dives and flexing wings in
opposite directions. Launch 2 was
almost vacant by this time. Launch 3
again - all pilots on launch 2 again
assumed the best possible view point
to watch anxiously the next pilot and it
was none other than our President Joe
Scott (no idea), following the same
path as Richard Parsons. Launch 2
was vacant by this time except for
onlookers. By this time 80% of the field
was driving back to camp, when to our
amazement on reaching camp another
brave 10 pilots launched but climb out
to heights of 8,000 feet. Gill Kaltenbach made the goal at Kew golf course

some 80 kms to the coast.
Day Three - 15 knot westerly over the
back. Good strong thermals again followed by record height gains for some.
Richard Parsons and Ross Duncan
flew the furthest around the course.
Lance Gregory (local pilot) went halfway around the course then decided to
fly back home ratherthan drive (forgetting about his camp gear etc.), a flight
of around 70 kms. Harry Docking also
decided to fly downwind to Wingham
Golf Club for a few cool ones. A good
last day although not the best flying I've
had at Coopla but the weather was
sunny and hot and the river OH! the
river.
Anyhow we would like to thank all that
participated for their patience and
bearing with the conditions. Also the
Coopla cup has proved itself as a
friendly low pressure competition and
each year new blood seems to excell,
pilots like Gill Kaltenbach, Ross Williams and Richard Parson.
Well that's another year. Bye for now
and I'll see you for the LADIES AND
GENTS fly-in at Laurieton.
Comp Organizer - Lee Scott
Results
1st Richard Parsons
2nd Ross Williams, Mark Richards,
Joe Scott
3rd Bob Moulston "who sill owes
entry fee"
4th Ross Duncan

VICTORIAN OPEN '89 28 pee - 6 Jan.
ContactTony Dennis PH: (060) 561654 for
further details.
CORRYONG CUP 12 - 15 January 1989
See article this issue
FLATLANDS 88/89 9 - 16 January 1989.
entry fee $150.
Contact Lee Scott on (065) 569692.
89 NATIONALS - Mt Buffalo area. ~
- 3 Feb 1989. 130 pilots max. including
Internationals.
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MID NORTH COAST HANG GLIDING
ASSOICATION

Ladies and Gents Fly-In
December 27 - January 3,

1989
Organisation for the Ladies and Gents
Fly-In is in full swing. This fly-in is
designed to gain airtime and to meet
pilots of your own level. Simple tasks
will be set for all level of pilots. For the
pilots that wish to just go flying, we
have organised day trips to surrounding sites of the Mid North Cost. An
advanced pilot will accompany the
groups to help assist Novice and Intermediate pilots both male and female.
Other activities if the flying happens to
be of for the day include horse riding in
beautiful rain forest from place of accommodation; also water skiing with
"instruction free of charge"; and a
NEW YEAR EVE'S PARTY.
The accommodation we have lined up
is available as long as you make reservations BEFORE DECEMBER 1
1988.
'
Accommodation this time of year is
very hard to get and we have booked a
Country Lodge with running hot water
etc ..
Available is Camping along the river in
the landing area from $8 per head, per
night. Bunkhouse 20 man, $15 per
night. Self Contained Villas with
kitchen, showers, cooking utensils etc.
These villas can fit 7 persons in each,
plus one double room. three are available per head per night - cost $20.
Breakfast and Dinner can be supplied
for all as there is a large indoor Mess.
$9 per day for large Brekki and Dinner.
For bookings and info - contact Lee
Scott 065-569692.
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$1000 REWARD
The Organisers of the 1989 Corryong
Cup will hopefully after a $1 000 reward
to the first ten pilots in the hunt for the
coveted Corryong Cup.
The competition will be held over the
13th, 14th and 15th of January 1989,
with the 12th and 16th being fly-in days
with fun tasks set and fun prizes offered. We will have a variety of classes
in the competition so that pilots will all
have the opportunity of competing
against their peers and possibly defeating them i.e. - Open, Sporting, Ladies, Glider vintage, Pilot vintage, etc.
If you can still remember leaping off
3000 foot mountains to thermal to 9000
feet over the grandeur of Australia's
High Country you were probably at
Corryong last year. If you dream of this
sort of flying you had better come to
Corryong this year!

The Cup is held in and around Corryong Valley, and can harness a number
of take-ofts to get you up there with the
eagles. For those of us with families
facing the 'endurance and wrath' to go
on yet another 'bloody, hot, dusty,
boring' hang gliding competition, become a considerate family-type pilot
and turn south, once west of the divide,
for Corryong.
As well as the famous Bringenbrong
campsite on the Murray River, com-
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plete with yabbies, trout, canoeing,
swimming and shady willows, there are
three caravan parks, three camping
grounds, motels, guesthouses and
hostels to support any number of
tastes and populations of
supportive kin-folk. As alternatives to flying
the area offers - windsurfing, trout fishing, canoeing, whitewater rafting,
horse riding, golf, tennis, squash,
bushwalking, the splendour of the
mountains and Dorothy MacKellar.
As the sites are somewhat demanding
it is of necessity, an intermediate and
advanced pilot competition.
Last year we had an informal gathering
of - Americans, Germans, Italians,
Pommies, Aussies and offspring, leading to an interesting yet mellow competition where all pilots assisted in the
running of the competition allowing the
meet head to get a flight. It is hoped
that an even more technicolour, cosmopolitan crew will attend the next Cup
so we can have an even better time.
This year the competition will be run by
the South Coast Hang Gliding Club.
Entry fee is again $20. Any enquiries
should be directed to the club secretary, Debbie Nathaniel on 042-971923
or Kel Smith in Corryong on 060769473 or myself on 042-967796.
Please come and have a good time.
Watch Skysailor for further details.
Stay safe, but stay up! Harry Docking

AUSTRALIAN XlC LEAGUE 1989/89
These are the standings as 2nd October 1988. After the Eungella Camp and prlorto the
Australian Nationals.

DON'T BE A DUMB,
APATHETIC, MINDLESS
BLOB THIS YEAR 11

~
SEND YOUR 18 MONTH
MEMBERSHIP TO HGFA
BEFORE 31 sf DEC
AND YOU CAN WIN
A $1100 AFRO CIRRUS
OR A $700 CUSTOM
MADEDARTRX
HARNESS
For more details see the
1989/90 membership form
insert in this Issue

BEINIT
TO WIN IT!

Fit 1
Geoff Tulloch OLD 67.0 Gc
338
Grant Heany VIC 26,1 Gc
132
Don Rottman VIC 30.4 Rc
268
Chris McDonald
30.4 Rc
NSW
268
Colin MacRae VIC 30.4 Rc
268
OLD 72.0 Dc
Wayne Lee
232
Alan Beavis VIC
14.1 Dc
45
Andrew Humphries 26.1 Gc
WA
132
47.0 Gc
Birgit Svens SA
237
Gerry Gerrus OLD 26.1 Gc
132
Greg Wilson NSW 41.0 Gc
207
16.1 Dc
Rohan Hotlkamp
52
VIC
Scott Tucker OLD 52.2 Dc
168
Calen McLeod
17.2 Dc
OLD
55
16.1 Dc
Warren Warrick
OLD
52
Chris Charters
SA
Wa
Michael Duffy
Col Milard
SA
Greg Wilson
NSW

Fit 2
26.1 Gc
132
26.1 Gc
132
26.1 Gc
132
26.1 Gc
132
23.3 Gc
118
43.4 Dc
140
26.1 Gc
132
24.5 Dc
79
9.8 Dc
32
17.2 Dc
55

Fit 3
26 .1 Gc
132
30.4 Rc
268
26.1 Gc
132
20.1 Gc
101
26.1 Gc
132
20.6 Gc
104
21.0 Dc
68
14.1 Dc
45
16.1 Dc
52
34.2 Dc
110

10.0 Dc
32

33.5 Dc
108

Fit 4
30.4 Rc
268
30.4 Rc
268
38.4 Gc
194
29.6 Dc
95
10.1 Dc
33
21.5 Dc
69
34.9 Dc
112
22.5 Dc

72

Fit 5
35.4 Dc
113
23.3 Gc
118
15.6 Dc
50
32.0 Dc
103
32.0 Dc
103

Total
984
918
776
699
654
545
357
328
321
297
208
192
168
55
52

The competition is forthe best of five flights with a maximum of three in anyone category.
The first line is the distance flown in km and the second line is the pOints awarded for the
flight.
3.22 points per km
DOpen distance Categories are
GNominated Goad - 5.05 pOints per km
ROut & Return 8.81 points per km
TTriangle
8.72 points per km
cCompleted Task
Uncompleted Task
uFlights should be forwarded within one month of the flight. Forentry to competition send
$5 for rules and flight forms to :
Chris McDonald
22 Crown Street
BELMONT NSW 2280 Phone 049 -454294
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ACCIDENT REPORT
Glider
Moyes GTR Racer 151
Glider damage Uprights, Keel, 8asebar
Mode of launch Car tow
Launch site
Mt Tyson
NE
Wind direction at launch
Wind strength at launch
25 mph and
gusts
Date of accident:
13/8/88
Pilot Injuries
Lacerated tip of one
finger
Description of events
Hit big sink
hole at 200-300 ft.
Sinking out extremely. Pinned off.
Turned downwind to land back at
launch site. My mistakes, under the
circumstances, were making a tailwind
base turn, and making my landing approach over the set up area in tough
conditions. Extremely bad air was encountered at hte crucial time of landing
approach. Glider dived steeply and impacted hard with a stationary glider.

WINDS
Winds are simply air in motion . Air
tends to flow from regions of 'High
Pressures ' to regions of 'Low Pressures'. If unequal horizontal pressures
was the only factor affecting the wind ,
it would blow directly from 'High' to
'Low' pressure regions . This would
eventually result in an equalizing of
pressure and the wind would die out.
Except in the Equatorial regions where
this does happen to a certain extent,
other factors affecting the wind, cause
it to move in a less understandable
manner.

ACCIDENT REPORT
Logged hours:
Rating:
Glider:
Launch:
Site:
Site Info:

300
Advanced
Airwave Magic IV 155
Foot
Mt Keiva
Thermals up face 10k.
NE
I~uries:
None
It happened 12 pm
Events:
7/10/88. Nice take-off, as usual, suddenly noticed extreme pulling on arms,
looked down to see base bar hanging
down vertically attached at only one
end. Gliderwasclimbing away from hill
nicely but ripping my arms off. Flew for
about 4 mins heading out for landing
area but decided it would be impossible
to land as I didn't have much control of
glider and was by now flying in towards
the hill over trees. Let go, fumbled with
parachute and dropped it out the back,
deployed very quickly, rapid descent
towards trees, stuck in tree tops 50 feet
up. Climbed out of pod with difficulty,
then standing on wires lowered pod by
parachute bridle as far as possible.
Tied chute to glider and climbed down
bridle, swung across to nearby trunk of
tree, and climbed to ground glad to be
alive. The cause of accident was I had
been using, as a means of quick set-up
and dismantling, two pip-pins instead
of usual safety bolts x nuts. This had
been fine for 2 years, but dirt had got
into the mechanism of one bolt, and
had jammed the pin-in, so it fell out
whilst ground handling glider, before I
took off. Moral of story - don't use pippins, check glider thoroughly before
taking off, and always carry a 'chute.

The change of wind with height is due
to the changing pressures distribution
with height which is dependent upon
the temperature distribution.
With
height the winds tend to become westerly, thus balloonists find themselves
drifting westerly at certain heights.
Sunshine ALF

CLOUDS
Cumulo nimbus Is a towering cloud often
spreading out in the shape of an anvil,
either a thunder cloud or approaching the
latter in its scale of development. While
the base of the cloud is usually found
between 2,000 to 5,000 feet it may be as
low as 1,000 feet. The depth of cloud
varies with localities. Cumulo-nimbus
extends upto 30,000feet in the tropics , but
usually only to 16,000 feet in the Southern
States of Australia.
Forget about flying near these clouds;
extremely dangerous and turbulent.
Upper draft from these clouds is one way
only and "that's up". If you want to fly
another day, don't fly when these clouds
are around. If you do fly and go x-country
don't go near them.
Cumulus is formed during the day by small
rising masses of air in which condensation
is going on (thermal convection). A distinction should be drawn between the small
fair-weather cumulus which almost always
forms over land on fine summer days and
the large Cumulus which may give rise to
local showers. 'Fair-weather' Cumulus
appears in the morning, develops in the
afternoon and is destroyed at the end of
the day. The base usually lies between
2,000 to 5,000 feet, but it sometimes occurs as low as 700feet (in the tropics) or as
high as 8,500 feet.
Cu's which we call these clouds on our
flying days certainly make us happy when
setting up our glider's; excellent for x country like Faxton or Widgee or any inland
flying, as they form cloud streets.
Stratus - a uniform layer of cloud resembling fog, but not resting on the ground.
When this very low layer is broken up into
irregular shreds it is designated FractoStratus (FS). A veil of Stratus usually gives
to the sky a foggy and very uniform appearance. It is distinguished from nimboStratus by the absence of detail and by the
fact that it can give only light drizzle. Frequently Stratus is local and while it sometimes is down to the surface, on other
,occasions, it may be as high as 4,000 feet.
Often we see this type of cloud at Flaxton
and Widgee. I call it "white out", myself.
Don't attempt to fly in the cloud condition
unless you have a compass or better still,
don't fly at all, as the cloud can come down
on a hill very quickly. If you see it clOSing
in, go forthe nearest landing paddock and
count your blessings.
Sunshine ALF
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WESTERN CANADIAN
SITE GUIDE
Although the Province of British columbia
covers 366,255 sq miles (approximately
the same size as France, West Germany,
Luxembourg, Belgium and Holland and
Switzerland combined) the HGABC has
fewer than 250 active members. To aid
visiting pilots (as well as British Columbians) to locate local pilots and sites, and to
inform them of the advantages and problems associated with each site, we decided to produce this Site Guide.

RESPONSIVE FEELING

"SKILL comes by constant repetition of
familiar feats rather than by over bold
attempts at feats for which the performer is
yet poorly prepared.
WILBUR WRIGHT"

Although we have limited resources, we
feel that we have produced a useful publication that may be of use to your members
if they are considering a flying trip to this
part of the world.
It costs Can$15 + $2 postage, and may be
obtained from:
Hang Gliding Association of British
Columbia
c/o Sport BC
1367 West Broadway
Vancouver
British Columbia VGH 4A9
CANADA.

Still the one

J

The Reaction produced by a wing in a
straight line is said to act at right angles to
the general airflow past the wing. The
airflow past the outer sails being deflected
downwards causes the lift Reaction to be
tilted to the rear. The point which all the
lifting forces over the wing act, Is know as
the "Centre of Pressure". Through this
point a single force can be made to represent both the upper decreased pressure
pattern and the lower increased pressure
pattern. This single force is lift.
When a glider stalls, the centre (nose)
stops flying . Because the tips have a lower
angle of attack, they continue lifting and
force the centre of the glider down (hence
the bar pushes back In at stall). However,
when one wing stalls, usually in a turn that
has been initiated too slow, it is recommended to pull in and go with the turn to
regain airspeed over the stalled wing (if
there is enough room).
Sunshine ALF

VISION 3B
After extensive testing of the Keel-Pocketless
VISION Mk4 (Note clones now appearing) in Nov-Dec 87,
I decided to go on producing a refined VISION 3 as
lliE Beginner Pilots FIRST Glider.
While the keel-pocketless version performs very
nicely, I found that it needs regular yaw correction, even
in mild turbulence, and skill I would not expect from a
Novice pilot.
A New NOSE-Wire CATCH system and A-Frame Top
make for easier set up on the 3B.
The Australian VISION uses All Australian Tubing
(at some $5000 Die Establishment Cost) and Australian
Fittings which differ from the US Certified VISION.
However I am confident it will adhere to the Standard
when Test EqUipment becomes available.

THE VISION 3B IS CURRENTLY UNCERTIFIED

For the BEST PRICE call Stan Roy
Suncoast Hang Gliders
Chevallum Road
Palmwoods 4555
Ph (071) 459185
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Kevlar T/E, airfoiled, the latest fittings, a
top performer with low hours. May take
Intermediate glider as trade in - $2900 Phone Rob (049) 499072 BH. (049)
632547 AH.

QLD

NSW

GTR 162 (INT)
Orange LE, white sail, airfoiled king post,
speed bar. All new bottom flying wires urgent sale $1200. Phone AH (079)
289883 Bryan Smith.

GTR 162 (INT)
Orange UE. white mainsail, airfoiled
kingpost and uprights, speed bar, excellent condition - $1900 - Phone David (02)
9586261
<

GTR Race 162 (INT)
Good condition, dark blue LE, light blue
US, dark blue keel pocket, white main sail
$2700 - contact Mark Berry: (071) 955697.

Foil 160B (INT)
Excellent condition, no flutters, foiled
king post, white top surface, white leading
and trailing edge with rainbow colours
across undersurface. First to see will buy
at $2000 - Phone (049) 633268 - Terry.

Probe 175 (INT) $900
Pod harness $275: excellent condition
Foil 160B (INT) $2350: excellent to fly,
easy to land, loves thermals. Phone: (07)
3492321 .
Moyes Mars 170 (NOV)
Excellent for learner/novice, v.g.c. 30%
double sided wings, orange UE, white
remainder. Very low flying hours, easy to
assemble, Inc. 'Suncoast' stirrup harness
and helmet, flies beautifully - $1150 ono,
ready to fly, must selll Phone (07) 3599947
AH.
Foil 160B Racer (INT)
Fully aerofoiled, immaculate condition
~nly 70 hours with spare uprights LE's etc:
light blue LE Surfcote, special gold and
orange US. A bargain at $2300 - Phone
(07) 8376248 BH or (07) 2033565 AH.

GTR 162 (INT)
Low hours, very good condition, red LE,
white MS, blue back position on white US.
First to see will buy, flies well- Phone: Colin
(02) 5273106 AH, 02-5451144 BH.
Parachute - Ught weight chute , only 2
years old in well maintained condition $300 - Phone Matt (042) 942545
Moyes Missile 180 (INT)
Very strong glider in excellent condition ,
would suit two up - includes cocoon harness $600 - Phone Steve (063) 613315
AH. (063) 613333 BH.
Mars 170 (NOV)
Red and white, very good condition.
Phone Rod (02) 6665530
Foil 160B Racer FEB (INT-ADV)

GTR 162 FULL RACE (INT)
Mint condition, very low hours, white upper
surface, pink and blue lower surface $2600 - Phone (067) 329108 BH. (067)
323306 AH .

VIC
Mission 170 (NOV)
White top surface, orange UE and U/S.
Half hour airtime only - as new. Also
Moyes backpack cocoon - black with orange and yellow trim - suit 5'10". $2150 for
both or sell separately. Phone Trevor (03)
8950623 BH. only.
Skytreck Bandit 180 (NOV)
Red with black and white tips. Excellent
first Glider. Good condition and fun to flyl
Includes owners manual and apron harness $650. Also: .250 x 5.5 metre PVC
transport and storage tube with lock cap.
$150 . Phone (03) 7301570
Moyes Back Pack Cocoon Harness: suit
5'7" - 5'9".
Blue colour, tinsel, red , orange, tinsel
stripe, little use, top condition - $150. Also
Leading Edge for Sky Dart 2, or cheap Dart
2 required. Phone Jim (03) 3377524
FOIL 160B (INT)
Airfoil klpost, surfcote LE $2000 ono. Ph
Dave McLean (03) 7836084
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Guess Who Won?
The World Championship GTR of course!
The GTR's reigned supreme at the latest Nationals in
Killarney, Queensland, taking 6 of the first 10 places.
The GTR's world wide success is due to many factors,
from design to manufacture.

Moyes California 22021 Covello St..
California 9 1303
Tel (818) 8873361 Fax: (818) 702 0612

The quality aspect is unsurpassed, using
sophisticated aircraft quality tubing, together with a
depth of experience and knowledge of hang gliding
that no other manufacturer of gliders can match.
Don't get stuck behind with the rest, join the leaders.

The World Championship GHdere

Moyes Delta Gliders P/L.. 173 Bronte Rd.
Waverley 2024 N.SW. Australia
Tel (02) 3875 11 4 FAX (02) 3874 4 72

